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PRESIDENT’S REPORT – MAY 2024 
 

 
 

Hi Everyone, 
 
Hopefully everyone who made it along, enjoyed the AGM and Prize-Giving. 
Thanks to all those who were able to attend. 
 
It was great to see our Patron – Jim Campbell – come along. 
I recall an evening, a number of years back, when Jim came in to the previous AMCC club rooms in Ellerslie, and was 
recounting his exploits at the Isle of Man TT. It was brilliant. 
I was happy to re-nominate him to remain as Patron – as who better to lend their name and support to AMCC. 
 
One concern out of the AGM was that there were NO new nominees to come on to the Committees, or support 
roles. 
And with a couple of departures, our head-count capability for the coming year has actually reduced by three; and 
the rest remain unchanged. 
You may think – so what ? 
It is a concern, because our role holders are all aging – and if appropriate succession planning isn’t in place, this 
exposes the Club to risk – in respect to operation of the Club itself, and our ability to deliver events. 
 
We’re in the same situation as all other sport and recreational Clubs. 
Volunteer attraction and retention is a significant and on-going challenge. 
And I hope complacency doesn’t take AMCC to what would be an inevitable outcome … 
 
It was great to see a bunch of happy faces picking up their awards. 
That’s what it’s all about; enjoying the sport. 
Congratulations to all the podium place-getters in the Suzuki AMCC Club Series. 
And further, to all those who just participated and competed. You make the Series what it is.  
 
It was awesome to have Ken along as always – handing out the silverware for the Carl Cox Motorsport Cup. 
The CCMC / AMCC relationship has been enduring for 13 seasons; and it was a delight to hear Ken advise that he will 
be going again for Season 14. 
It’s difficult to over-state the contribution this Series makes to NZ road-race. 
Outstanding Ken; and AMCC is pleased and proud to support CCMC, and continue on our association. 
 
And also the Bucket community; another important component of the racing landscape. 
Thanks David for handing-out the Bucket silverware. 
And likewise Juniper – with the Marshal awards. Video calling the absent winners in, was a first for AMCC. 
 
Lastly – it was very sad to hear the news about Tony Knox. A larger-than-life character who contributed widely across 
the sport, and who will leave another unwanted hole in the Orange Army, who have suffered a disproportionate 
amount of loss in recent times. Very sad.   
 
As always - please don’t be shy to offer the Club your feedback, ideas, suggestions, and help.  
We welcome all the views and support that you bring to what is YOUR Club.  
 
Stay safe out there, on the streets and circuits. 
Philip Kavermann | AMCC President 
 
 
  



Bucket GP: 
 

F4 GP: Laps Best Lap 
1 Rogan Chandler 40 42.73 
2 Richard Ford 40 42.91 
3 Paul Ellis 40 42.91 
4 Blair Lambarth 39 43.79 
5 Rob Smail 39 44.91 
6 Mike Green 39 45.49 
7 Richard Eltherington 38 45.65 
8 Marius Pretorius 38 45.87 
9 Joseph Bailey 37 46.15 

10 Cody Sanders 37 46.53 
DNF Mark Robinson 27 43.99 
DNF Jason Hearn 23 40.64 
DNF Rarm Gnanasekaron 4 46.34 
DNF Craig Machin 4 4.86 
DNF Gary Cunningham - 0.00 

 

  Rogan Chandler 
 

F5 GP:  
Laps  Best Lap 

1 Blair Lambarth  20 45.31 
2 Richard Ford  20 45.53 
3 Gary Cunningham  20 46.46 
4 Colin  Box  19 49.86 
5 Brent Finlay  18 52.31 
6 Carl Smith  17 51.82 

DNF Robert Willis  9 0.00 
 



 
 

Formula Tokoroa   (B-Grade): Laps  Best Lap 
1 Cody Green 20 44.89 
2 Anthony Playdon 20 45.98 
3 Greg Goessi 20 47.10 
4 Timothy Wigram 19 47.31 
5 Andrew Ness 19 46.93 
6 Alan Vatble 19 47.18 
7 Alex Le Comte 19 47.17 
8 Mike Barnes 19 47.54 
9 Zac Green 19 49.19 

10 Rob Jones 18 50.36 
DNF Scott Griffiths 10 45.27 
DNF Karam Braddick 9 45.72 
DNF Mike Taylor 4 56.49 
DNF Craig Machin - 0.00 

 
 

        
 



Save Rosebank Road: 

 

 

Are Auckland Council at it again ?  
Attempting to do what they did to Kartsport Mt Wellington, now to Kartsport Auckland and Rosebank Speedway ? 

 
Sign the petition: 
https://www.change.org/p/save-rosebank-speedway-and-kartsport-at-rosebank-rd-domain 
 
 
For generations, the Rosebank Speedway and Kartsport at Rosebank Rd Domain has been a cherished hub for 
motorsports enthusiasts. It's not just a track; it's a place where families bond, where friendships are forged, and 
where international sporting professionals have cut their teeth. This is more than just land; it's an integral part of our 
community heritage. 
 
 
However, there is now a proposal to turn this beloved speedway into yet another park. Not only would this rob us of 
our treasured racing ground but also burden taxpayers with unnecessary costs. The proposed location for the park is 
near an industrial area - hardly the ideal setting for green space when there are already numerous parks in 
neighbouring areas. 
 
 
We must remember that motorsports contribute significantly to local economies by attracting tourism and creating 
jobs. By preserving the speedway, we're not just saving a piece of our history but also supporting economic growth. 
 
 
Let us stand together to protect what matters most to us – our community spirit, heritage, and economic well-being. 
Sign this petition today to save the Rosebank Speedway and Kartsport at Rosebank Rd Domain from being turned 
into another park!  
  



Honda CB750:       
 

 
  



WSBK: 
 
 

 
 
A first BMW victory for Toprak Razgatlioglu – in just his 4th race with the marque - at Barcelona. 
 
 



 
 
3857/902 – BMW had to wait 902 days for their next win after Michael van der Mark won at Portimao in 2021. 
However, their last ‘main’ race win was at the Nurburgring in 2013 with Chaz Davies winning in Race 2, some 3857 
days before Toprak Razgatlioglu’s Race 1 win in Barcelona. 
 
6 – Six straight seasons of wins for Toprak Razgatlioglu, his first coming during Race 1 at Magny-Cours in 2019. 
 
3 – Razgatlioglu won for BMW in Race 1 in Barcelona, the 3rd manufacturer he’s won with after Kawasaki & Yamaha. 



The Long Lunch: 

 

Roland’s View: Warbirds and war stories over Wanaka 

Roland Dane on a gathering of both spectacular machinery and MotoGP legends with some spectacular tales 

3 April 2024 

 
Warbirds over Wanaka. Image: Anda Bulgakova, brandstoriesnz.com 

 
Easter Saturday found me indulging in the stunning scenery of the South Island of New Zealand in perfect sunshine 
for the occasion of Warbirds over Wanaka, probably the most enjoyable air show I’ve ever attended. 

With everything from biplanes to F16s (along with a supporting KC135 refueller) in the air, there was action aplenty 
as well as the static aircraft displays. 

But whilst the spectacle of watching icons such as a pair of P51 Mustangs and a superb de Havilland Mosquito, two 
of the most important planes of World War II, cavort in the clear blue skies, in front of a simply huge sell-out crowd, 
was magnificent, there was more, much more, to the day for me. 

And that was because I was having a bit of a feed. 

In an unassuming hangar on the Wanaka airfield, a group of ageing luminaries from the motorcycle racing world 
were on the gas over crayfish butties and plates of local venison. Two hundred people with more ‘war stories’ 
between them than the average Spitfire squadron. Welcome to The Long Lunch. 

Some folks will know that I’m a two-wheel tragic. I once dreamt of being a competitive motorcycle racer but, after 
five years of being overtaken by everyone and his dog on the tracks of the UK, I thought better of it and added a 
couple more wheels to my own programme (which, to be honest, wasn’t really that much better!). 



 
Warbirds over Wanaka. Image: Anda Bulgakova, brandstoriesnz.com 

Hence I’ve always been full of admiration for those who have actually achieved great heights in motorcycle racing 
and especially for those who competed in those golden, albeit very dangerous, days of the 1970s and ‘80s. No riders 
(nor engineers and mechanics) typified the spirit of the times more than those who emanated from the Southern 
Hemisphere and made the long trek to Europe. The almost gypsy-like existence, as they went from track to track 
competing in big-money races between actual Grands Prix, in their Mercedes vans stuffed with race bikes, towing 
caravans, looked to me like the epitome of fun back then, as long as you stayed alive. Many didn’t. 

 
The Long Lunch. Image: Anda Bulgakova, brandstoriesnz.com 



 

 



 
Roland Dane in discussion with four-time world champion Kork Ballington. Image: Anda Bulgakova, 
brandstoriesnz.com 

And last Saturday, in a shed in Wanaka, I was lucky enough to eat, drink and talk with a number of the survivors from 
that era during The Long Lunch. 

Guys such as Graeme Crosby, the Kiwi from Blenheim, who finished second in the 1982 500cc World Championship 
(the forerunner to the present day MotoGP class) and won three Isle of Man TTs; Stu Avant, the perennial privateer 
from Christchurch who, as much as anyone from those times, typified the spirit of the racer-gypsy lifestyle whilst 
making a name for himself in GPs on a Suzuki RG500; and South African (now resident in Brisbane) Kork Ballington, a 
superstar in my book. 

Ballington was World 250cc and 350cc Champion in both 1978 and 1979 on the in-line twin Kawasaki’s. His team-
mate was Greg Hansford, the Aussie, who later switched to four wheels with success before passing away tragically 
at Phillip Island. No mean combination in terms of talent. 

They fought some truly epic battles in the heady days of the late 1970s, none greater than in the 250cc race in The 
Nations Grand Prix at Mugello in 1978 when Kork won by 25mm or so in a photo finish. The third place rider, Franco 
Uncini, a future 500cc World Champion, finished over 50 seconds behind the Kawasaki pair. 

And then there was one Aussie legend, sitting opposite me last Saturday, who should have been in the mix in Europe 
in the 1980s, but never actually got to Brisbane airport, let alone London Heathrow! He was a prolific race winner at 
home, more than holding his own against some of those who’d later win big on the world stage. His name seemed 
familiar… Paul Feeney. Turns out his son can race a car pretty well! 

Feen and I had actually travelled over to NZ with a couple of other car dealer mates, plus Dick Smart (a member of 
the Mick Doohan squad for years), one of an iconic group of mechanics and engineers with a MotoGP past who were 
at the lunch. 

Those other bolties and crew chiefs over there included Jeremy Burgess, Mike Sinclair, and Paul Tracey, all highly 
successful back in the day. JB made his name with not only with Mick, but also Valentino Rossi of course, whilst Mike 
and Paul, Kiwis both, worked with Kenny Roberts for years. 



 
(left to right) Paul Feeney, Graeme Crosby, Stu Avant, Kork Ballington, Jeremy Burgess, and Peter Ingley (Dunlop 
tyre guru). Image: Anda Bulgakova, brandstoriesnz.com 

 
Collectively, these motorcycling legends made the day at Warbirds truly memorable. Stories flowed as fast as the 
beers. But even without The Long Lunch, Warbirds over Wanaka was a superb spectacle, and I can’t recommend it 
highly enough when it returns in a couple of years’ time. 

We also managed to get down to Invercargill to go through both the Bill Richardson Transport World museum and 
the Classic Motorcycle Mecca emporium. The BRTW is particularly interesting and must rank as one of the best in 
the world of its type. As you wend your way through the maze of halls there is a never ending array of trucks and 
vans that provide a fascinating insight into antipodean life through the last century. It’s well worth the trek south 
from Queenstown. 

Of course, it’s impossible to complete this travelogue without mention of the Highlands racetrack in Cromwell. It so 
happens that I know the owner, a Mr A Quinn of Brisbane, Australia. He employs a first class manager for his Kiwi 
operations, Josie Spillane, who ensured that our group of five pensioners (well, four plus one worker) enjoyed a 
morning taking in the Subaru WRX Experience at Highlands. Very well run, it allowed the runts of the litter to 
outperform their personal capabilities to the extent that they actually thought they’d won the day ahead of the 
proven talents of Feen and me. A ripper day out. 

If I make it all sound like an advertisement for Queenstown, Wanaka, and the South Island, then that’s as it should 
be. There’s more than skiing over there. A lot more. 

Finally, a big shout out to Peter Donaldson for arranging The Long Lunch and making everyone so welcome. If you, 
dear readers, don’t share my passion for MotoGP and its history, then so be it. All I can say is that you’re missing 
something very special. 

 
  https://speedcafe.com/rolands-view-warbirds-and-war-stories-over-wanaka/ 



     

 
Paul Feeney in discussion with Graeme Crosby. Image: Anda Bulgakova, brandstoriesnz.com 

 
Warbirds over Wanaka. Image: Anda Bulgakova, brandstoriesnz.com 



AMCC – 2024 AGM & Prize-Giving: 

 

 
Marshal Awards: 
 
Marshal of the year award -- Chris Smith.  
For being the dependable person who has brought along so many new marshals.  
 
Tristan Bolton Award -- Zoe Robinson.  
A young person who realised their strengths and weaknesses and has stepped up where they can and flourished in 
ability and maturity.  
 
Dennis Sampson Award -- Rachel and Mikayla Waldrom.  
For their dedication to the community of marshalling across multiple sports, not just road racing. For pushing out of 
their comfort zones, but knowing when to look after themselves. 
 

   Juniper White 



 
 



 



 



 
Bucket Awards: 
 

 
Road-Race Awards: 



 



 



 



 
Ken announcing Season 14 of CCMC; and about to hand out the Cup awards: 
 

 
Juniper video-calling the Marshall award winners who were not able to be present: 



 



 



 



 



Leading By Example: 

 
 
“Thanks” Dave Sharp and Double Six Motor Sport. 
 
Dave made a point of going around the room after the AGM/Prize-Giving, to distribute personalised posters to the 
many people involved in running AMCC, and those who make our race events happen. 
This off the back of a considered and articulate speech when accepting his 1st Place trophy for Formula Auckland. 
 
What a great example of professionalism and promotion, from an AMCC stalwart who has spent the past few 
seasons honing his craft in the glare of our premier category, Superbike. 
Dave also has expended considerable effort engaging the track-day fraternity – along with Fergus Maynes and 
others, encouraging this community to give road-race a try. 
And he also finds time to be a driver behind the Kayo GT event, and junior rider development. Great Stuff 
 
Similarly Double Six Motor Sport. 
It was awesome to have a large contingent along – and after sweeping SUPERSPORT 300  in the Club Series, it was 
brilliant to see Cameron Leslie, Hamish Simpson and Logan Rowell step forward fully decked in KTM gear, and 
looking a million dollars as they to spoke with confidence and accepted their awards. 
We also look forward to Hamish and Logan returning to the General Committee for the coming year. 
 
Leading By Example …..  
 

 



“10 YEARS AGO” … 

 
 
 
 

  

 



 

 
 



Carl Cox:   
 

 
Carl Cox at the 2024 La Fabrica Argentina. 
 

Why British DJ Carl Cox sponsors New Zealand motorsport racers 
By Bonnie Jansen - NZ Herald - 2 Apr, 2024 
 
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/sport/why-british-dj-carl-cox-sponsors-new-zealand-motorsport-racers 
 
 
For renowned international musicians, touring a small country like New Zealand typically ranks low on their priority 
list. Similarly, the idea of sponsoring grassroots sports is often an overlooked endeavour. 
 
British DJ Carl Cox sees it differently and sponsors Kiwi sidecar teams Tracey Bryan and Jo Mickleson, Barry Smith 
and Stu Dawe and several other New Zealand motorsport drivers. 
 
Despite the niche investment, Cox views it as an excellent financial opportunity. 
 
“Why would I spend $10-to-15-million for a sticker on one Formula 1 car for a weekend?” Cox asked the Herald. 
“Because of me and my profile and who I am, everyone expects me to be involved in Formula 1 or Moto GP but all I 
can hear is money, expense, sponsors, and I’m not doing that at all. But when someone says, do you want to run a 
sidecar team and it’s going to cost you roughly about 10,000 to 12,000 New Zealand dollars, that sounds more like 
it.” 
 
Cox, a prominent DJ and electronic music producer, is known for his influential role in the global dance music scene 
since the late 1980s but beyond music, Cox has also been involved in sponsoring and supporting motorcycle racing 
and sidecar teams. 
 
But how did the music icon end up engaged in the niche code? 
 
It all started in 2013 when Cox was on a trip to Aotearoa where he stumbled across the Barry Smith and Robbie 
Shorter Sidecar Racing Team. 



 
British DJ Carl Cox sponsors Kiwi sidecar teams Tracey Bryan and Jo Mickleson, Barry Smith and Stu Dawe. 
 
 
It brought him back to his childhood and his love for motorsport where he avidly followed various racing events such 
as sidecar racing at Brands Hatch and the Isle of Man TT. Despite his dedication to music, Cox has always maintained 
a keen interest in motorsport, even participating in drag racing himself. 
 
A decade ago he took Smith and Shorter to the Isle of Man TT. Despite limited resources and no established 
structure, the team secured 11th place out of 45 teams for two consecutive years. 
 
This triumph propelled the Carl Cox Motorsport team into the limelight, defying the absence of a website or formal 
setup. 
 
From there the sponsorship group evolved into a powerhouse where Cox and his team expanded to sponsor athletes 
around the globe competing in motorcycle racing, supercars, and drag racing. 
 
Today he continues to sponsor motorsport in New Zealand and around the world, including the two Kiwi women’s 
and men’s sidecar teams. 
 
The 61-year-old acknowledged that his venture into sponsoring New Zealand grassroots sports might seem 
unconventional given his background. However, he elaborated to the Herald that there’s a compelling rationale 
behind his decision. 
 
“Seeing the grassroots, when they’re racing you can go into the pits, you can speak to them – they’re really good, 
awesome people. 
 
“The people with their families that have been racing for years don’t want much. At the end of the day any little bit 
helps to get them to where I believe they can, and should be. 
 
“And that’s me, that’s where I fit in.” 
 
Cox said his appreciation for the unique skill and talent required for the sport helped drive his involvement. 
“I was in the Isle of Man when I had my sidecar passenger experience – which I will never do again. 



 
Tracey Bryan and Jo Mickleson of Wanganui on an LCR (Louis Christen Racing) F2 600 sidecar.  
Photo / Danielle Zollickhofer 
 
 
“I was hanging on for dear life and couldn’t get my bum over,” Cox laughed. 
“I had a newfound respect for what they do based on my experience. 
 
“Can you imagine going round the Isle of Man – 32 miles of just sheer speed and ability and bravado it is 
unfathomable. It’s something to behold at the end of the day,” Cox said. 
 

An aging sport 
 
Despite his respect for the code, he’s not naive to the fact that interest in sidecars is declining. 
 
“It’s diminishing before our very eyes – there’s not a lot of attention to sidecar racing.” 
Cox believes part of this is because the newer generations have lost the thrill. 
 
“It’s difficult now because we’re talking about another generation that are riding a push bike or a scooter and that’s 
the most exhilarating thing they can think of. 
“If they want their kind of adrenaline fix they’ve got their computers, they’ve got their laptops, they go inside and 
they’re happy.” 
 
But Cox exclaimed to the Herald that if he has a say in the future of the sport, he won’t let it go anywhere any time 
soon. 
 
“I’m sticking my pitchfork in the grass so we’re not moving – we’re not going to go quietly. 
“At the end of the day, I will still fight for the little guy and the opportunity to bring the attention to the sport. 
 
“More than anything the sidecar efforts that people put in just need help to put it in the crosshairs of people based 
on what it actually is, what it entails and how important it is for motorsport, to still be alive today. 
 

A balancing act 
 
Cox said music will always be his top focus despite balancing motorsport alongside it for many years. 



 
Carl Cox at the 2023 Ultra Europe Split Croatia. 
 
 
“I’ve been doing [music] for 45 years – I should be over it by now and I’m just not.” 
 
He said balancing both his loves is full on – between testing race cars, creating and producing music and running his 
record label, Awesome Sound Wave. 
 
“What I’m trying to do with my music and motorsports is to have a balance between the two, so they don’t encroach 
on each other in such a way which make sort of demands on myself from a health point of view. 
 
“All the motorsport stuff is in the daytime and all the music stuff is in the night-time and somewhere in the middle, I 
have to try and get in some sort of rest. 
 
When he’s in New Zealand visiting his racers, he told the Herald, Cox always tries to schedule a couple of gigs. 
 
But Cox said he wouldn’t change his hectic schedule as he encourages fellow top artists to consider investment 
where they can. 
 
“Just get involved! 
 
“Go see the races, see what you could do to try and get involved. 
 
“For me, it was just a conversation to be had with certain teams and people. 
 
“There was no preference for guys or girls, it was pure ability, pure passion, pure understanding of what was 
required and what was needed if I could help in any way. 
 



“It all started with just helping a team out that just needed entry fees, just needed some oils, just needed some tyres 
– and that’s all you needed just to get a little bit further.” 
 

 
Peter Hickman is riding a BMW S1000RR for the Carl Cox Motorsport team in New Zealand's Suzuki Series.  
Photo / Colin Smith 
 

 



Simon Crafar: 
 

 



“20 YEARS AGO” … 

 
 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



 



 



 
 



Lament For The 2-Stroke: 
 

     
 

 

How good would it be if you could still buy new 
2-Stroke weapons like these two beauties … 
 
The mighty RZ500 & RZ350 of the mid 80’s 



Know Your Committee:  A Little Bit Anyway … 

 
Name / Role: Trevor Heaphy 
General Committee and Acting Secretary 
 
 
How long with AMCC: I joined the Club is 1974, and have held various RR Committee  and General Committee roles 
on and off since 1976. Life Member. Clerk of Course at all bar the last Paeroa street races 
 
 
What have you been up to: Initially I was a marshal at Pukekohe and Maramarua (enduro). Started road racing in 
1978 mostly at club level and retired in 2002. It became obvious early on that my talents were better used in the 
sport as an official. Over the years I have been an Executive Committee member of the NZACU, Board Member of 
MNZ, MNZ Road Race Commissioner (for 6 – 7 years), Senior Steward, Clerk of Course and Judicial Panel member 
(now retired from all roles). Currently assisting the RR Commissioner as a commission member, especially on Circuit 
Safety issues and rule interpretations. MNZ Life Member. 
 
 
Thoughts: The sport is currently struggling with a dearth of active capable officials. There are a good number of 
younger riders coming through, which is great. However, unless we get some new blood into officiating, especially in 
these Health and Safety conscious times, the sport will die. We also need to have new people coming through to 
assist with running the Club and its events. In all cases, it isn’t simply a matter of “parachuting” into the roles, 
experience is needed to ensure things run smoothly. The only way to achieve this is to get alongside existing officials 
and office holders to learn from them. I can assure you the current occupiers of these roles are keen to pass on their 
experience before time takes them out of the sport. 
 
 
What’s in the Garage: My first motorcycles were all Suzuki two-stroke road bikes. For a period, I only owned race 
bikes (Yamaha RD/TR 350, TZ250C and Honda RS250) between the TZ and RS, I production raced a Honda MVX 
followed by a Yamaha RZ350. After retiring from competing, I have owned a Honda VR750FM, Buell BB12SS and my 
current machine a Triumph 1200 Speed Twin. 
 

        
COC 2016 = 25 Years:          TZ250 – Pukekohe: 



Know Your Committee:  A Little Bit Anyway … 

 
Name / Role: 
Philip Kavermann 
President / Riders’ Briefs editor / Media 
 
How long with AMCC: 
I joined AMCC (along with my son) in 2006. 
My son wanted to do a bit of SS150 racing, but ironically at that time there was no class at AMCC to accommodate 
the 150’s, so he ended up racing VMCC and PMCC events at Taupo.  
But he also did AMCC ART Days at Pukekohe. 
I did a track day also one time – on a VF400 I had at that stage - but soon realized my talent lies else-where; so now I 
spend most of my race-day time behind the lens of a camera. 
 
What have you been up to: 
Multiple years marshalling – 2006 on ….. ART & AMCC Club Series 
On the AMCC Committee since 2011.   
Membership Secretary for 4 years - from 2011-2014. 
Then in 2015 started looking after media, FB, and doing Club Series reports & photography at various events.  
This still continues, 9 years deep. 
Riders’ Briefs editor since 2017 – so 7 years on that now. 
And lastly, this is year 2 as President.  
Life Member. 
 
Thoughts: 
This Club is almost 100 years old. That’s pretty special, and will be something to celebrate in 2026. 
The Club has a strong focus on safety, and conducting events in accordance with the rule-book, despite the negative 
commentary this sometimes attracts. 
The Club enjoys good governance – from a range of senior members – and members who have a wealth of 
experience in delivering a range of events, of varying complexity. 
The big issue the Club faces is – this pool of talent is aging. 
So succession planning, and transfer of that knowledge and experience, is becoming more-and-more important. 
Critical even. 
Volunteer attraction and retention is a significant challenge, and our ability to succession plan the critical roles 
required to run the Club and deliver events, will determine the future success of AMCC.  
 
You can run a race event without competitors 
But you can’t run it without all the required race-day roles filled by properly skilled volunteers. 
 
What’s in the Garage: 
I got my motorcycle licence in 1980, and have ridden and/or owned a bunch of different motorcycles since then. 
Currently putting a smile on my face – on the road - are my KTM RC200, and KTM RC390. 

  Paeroa 2017:                                         



RIP – Tony Knox: 

 
RIP Tony Knox. 
Passed away 14 April, 2024. 
Following a fatal motorcycle accident on the Raglan highway. 
 
Sincerest condolences to all Family and Friends of Tony, and also the entire Marshalling community. 
From everyone at Auckland Motorcycle Club … 
 
Tony was a regular marshal at AMCC, and many other events. 
And also recently raced the 2022-23 AMCC Club Series in Clubman Junior on a KTM 390 – Placing 1st 
He is pictured at Prize-Giving ….. 

 
 
MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR TONY KNOX 
 
A memorial service will be held for Tony at HAMILTON MOTORCYCLE CLUB CLUBROOMS, 
149 Seddon Rd, Hamilton - on SATURDAY, APRIL 27TH at 11AM. 
 
This will be a combined Gilmours Hamilton (Tony's employer), Auckland Motorcycle Club, Hamilton Motorcycle Club 
& NZ Classic Motorcycle Racing Register event; as Tony had a significant impact on all these Organisations. 
 

             
 



 

      

                RACING CALENDAR / COMING EVENTS   
 

 
May 2024 
4/5  Buckets – Rd 2  Tokoroa 
 
August 2024 
24/25  Buckets – Rd 3  Tokoroa 
 
September 2024 
15  AMCC Club Series – Rd 1 Hampton Downs   (TBC / Tentative) 
28/29  Buckets – Rd 4  Tokoroa    (Final) 
 
October 2024 
13  AMCC Club Series – Rd 2 Hampton Downs   (TBC / Tentative) 
 
November 2024 
17  AMCC Club Series – Rd 3 Hampton Downs   (TBC / Tentative) 
23/24  Buckets 2-Hour  Tokoroa 
 
December 2024 
7/8  Suzuki Series – Rd 1  Taupo 
14/15  Suzuki Series – Rd 2  Manfeild 
26  Suzuki Series – Rd 3  Whanganui 
 
 

    



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
 

   Jorge Martin 

Member’s ads are placed free of charge, and will be inserted for 2 Magazines.   
If what you are advertising is sold or bought please advise, so the ad can be removed.   
Display ads are available at the following rates: $17 per half page, $34 per full page, per issue.   
All commercial advertisers are required to pay in advance.   
Contact media@amcc.org.nz. 

 

                            

 



 

 


